CHILD’S rucksack
Designed and made by Jess Entwistle
for Lewis and Irene
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child’s rucksack

NOTES

152/8 x 132/8 in (381/2 x 331/2cm)

Instructions are to make up the rucksack with pocket as
illustrated. If you wish to make up a rucksack without
a pocket (with or without applique) follow the relevant
stages accordingly.

FABRIC USED

CUTTING OUT

FINISHED SIZE

Main fabric - 16x28in (41x71cm)
• A301.3 Jurassic sea on charcoal
Lining fabric and front pocket fabric - 18x36in (46x91cm)
• A302.3 Rock on dark grey
Applique dinosaur cut from:
• A327 Cut out Dinos (digital print)
Additional rucksack with applique stegosaurus:
Main fabric - size as above
• A303.1 Land dinos on natural
Lining fabric - 16x28in (41x71cm)
• A302.1 Rock on natural
Applique dinosaur cut from panel above
Additional plain rucksack:
Main fabric - size as above
• A305.1 Dino rock layers on blue
Lining fabric - size as above
• A301.2 Jurassic sea on blue

OTHER KIT

Bondaweb - to fit applique
Drawstring cord - 120in (305cm)
Matching sewing thread
Erasable pen
Use a 3/8in (1cm) seam allowance.

• Main fabric - cut into two 16x14in (41x351/2cm)
• Lining and front pocket fabric - cut two 16x14in
(41x351/2cm), cut one 8x18in (20x46cm)

MAKING YOUR POCKET

1. Iron Bondaweb onto the reverse of your applique
fabric and cut out your Bondaweb/fabric dinosaur.
2. Take your pocket piece and mark the middle point
along the 8in (20cm) width. This is your pocket’s top
edge. Iron your applique centrally below that line, or
where you want your applique to be. Topstitch around
your applique. 1
3. Fold your pocket fabric right sides (RS) together so that
your marked line is at the top. Pin all the way around the
three sides but leave a turning gap along the bottom raw
edges. 2
4. Sew from turning gap to the top pocket edge for both
sides. Clip corners and turn RS out through the turning
gap. Press your turning gap fabric inside your pocket.
5. Topstitch along the folded top edge of your pocket.
Draw a vertical line along the pocket centre from top to
bottom.
6. Take one of your main fabric pieces, mark the vertical
centre point from top to bottom. Draw a horizonal line
21/2in (6cm) up from the bottom edge. This is where your
pocket bottom edge lines up. Pin your pocket onto your
main fabric front using the lines as a guide. 3
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7. Topstitch your pocket to your rucksack front, sewing
around the two sides and bottom. Sew over the pocket
top edges a couple of times to give the pocket strength.

PUTTING YOUR RUCKSACK TOGETHER

1. Take a lining piece and pin it RS together along the top
edge of your rucksack front. Sew together. Press seam
open. Repeat for the second lining and rucksack main. 4
2. Pin your two sections RS together so that lining is
facing lining and rucksack main facing rucksack main, and
the central seams line up.
3. Mark 1in (21/2cm) away from the central seam on both
the main and lining fabric sides. This will be your
drawstring channel.
4. Mark 3/8in (1cm) up from the main fabric bottom edge,
then mark 1in (21/2cm) up from that point, this is the gap
where your drawstring will be sewn into your bag.
5. Leave a turning gap along the lining bottom edge. 5
6. Sew your bag together from lining turning gap, up one
side to the lining drawstring channel marked point. Back
stitch, take the rucksack off the machine. Start sewing
from the next drawstring marked point on the main
fabric down to the marked point 13/8in (31/2cm) up from
the bag bottom edge. Back stitch as before. Sew along
the bottom edge of the bag starting at the marked 3/8in
(1cm) point along to the other side. Repeat steps to sew
the other side of the bag together.

7. Turn your rucksack RS out through the turning
gap, press, tucking your turning gap inside. Tuck your
drawstring channel raw edges in, and your drawstring
bottom edges inside also. Press.
8. Lay your rucksack flat and draw a horizontal line from
the unsewn points 1in (21/2cm) down from the top seam
where your drawstring channel is. Draw the line on both
the front and back of your rucksack outer. 6
9. Close your turning gap by hand or machine and push
your lining back inside your rucksack.
10. Topstitch along your rucksack top seam, then along
the marked line backstitching at the side seams and end
of your sewing. This creates your drawstring channel. 7
11. Cut your drawstring cord in half. Thread one cord
through the drawstring channel along one side of your
rucksack, thread it around through the other channel and
back out through the same side seam.
12. Pull your drawstring so both raw ends line up then
pin them inside the corresponding drawstring hole at the
bottom of your rucksack. Sew in place, making sure your
lining is out of the way. Repeat for the other drawstring
cord and drawstring hole on the other side of your
rucksack. 8

